=ceforul=1984==20==Host Jafo says:
=Star Trek: Apache - Episode #8
Week # 1
Mission: "Double Helix"
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=With the deflector dish repaired, Apache has now set course =for W'Lendan Prime to complete her refit and make a delivery of a =special cargo marked "Ps    00".=20The unknown cargo is to be kept at freezing.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
==20Captain Turnbull, and her son Brian, are doing well and have been =visited by some reporters for a few pictures and a brief interview. =Reporter Randy has remained on board and is getting shown around by Dr. =Naegle.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=An outbreak of the Thelusian Flu has been reported on =Starbase 366 and there have already been reports that some of Apache's =crew has been affected.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 1 >>>>>>>>>>
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::finishing running a few more scans on TAC::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::in sickbay on a bio-bed::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: in Main Science Lab: running the last series of =diagnostics::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=::forwards repair request to the repair facility::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::in sickbay setting up isolation chambers for stricken =crewmembers::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::is on the bridge going over repair reports::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::tapping his comm badge:: *Sarlis*:  Final report on Torpedo =Control done, crewman?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says
=::leaves Brian with S’Toran and heads for the =bridge::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*OPS*: I have completed the repair/supply requests I’m =forwarding them to you now. :: sends the data to OPS::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=<TAC_Sarlis>  *CTO*:  Yes sir, already written and on the =way, sir... ::smiles::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::on her way to sickbay after checking on her new =counselors::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=*CSO* Aye sir
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=*Sarlis*:  Good work, thank you, Drathlai out... ::goes to =read over the report::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::runs the scale on the violin and then stops to retune::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: adjust the lower dials and plucks at a few strings ... =tuning the sound ... looks up at the hall being set up and shrugs::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::sniffs:: CMO: Err ... doctor? How long will I need to stay =here?
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::On W'Lendan Prime, getting her violin ready for the =night's festivities.::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=::Looks over CSO's request forms before sending them::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks in on Mr. Yeung:: CEO: Well, that depends Jon, how =are you feeling now?
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Grimaces and rosins the bow::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: Mister Yeung's temperature seems to be slowly but =steadily climbing.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::enters sickbay and goes directly to CMO:: CMO: Hi Janet. =::smiles at CEO::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::seems a bit dazed:: CMO: Fine, just fine...
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::heads to the banquet hall to check on the layout and see =if her K'votian has been set up::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::walks up the access way into the ready room... briefly =looks over the PADD's laying on her desk before walking onto the =bridge::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@Mondy: You're a bit off... ::plucks the strings again::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=OPS: ETA?
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Sighs, knowing it will be another long session::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::smiles weakly back at CNS::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Sighs softly as she nears the hall::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: Mister Kor is completely passed out on another =bio-bed babbling incoherently as his body goes through spasms and =convulsions.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::finishes reading the report and compiles it with the =others::  OPS:  Sir, my requests are waiting at your station ::smiles::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::smiles at CNS:: Hi, Cal.  Can you give me a hand?  Our =chief engineer here is running a high fever, but wants to leave.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Plucks a D::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::sees everyone working diligently:: XO:  What is our =status, Commander?
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::runs her fingers over the harp again:: Mondy: thank you..
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*XO*: the diagnostics should be done by the time we dock with =the repair facility Sir
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Joins Lilia and Mondy for a tune- & warm-up session::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=XO: 10 minutes sir.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::enters the hall and sees that her instrument is set up and =moves over to the chair::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::walks about the banquet hall checking the catering and =the lighting and the seating ... switches Captain Tyler's place setting =to the one next to his::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=::forwards science repair requests to facility::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Nods to Lilia and looks out over the hall::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::sways a bit:: CMO: I've got a, uh, ship to maintain. We're =already, um, understaffed...
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::begins shutting everyone out and listens to her instrument =tuning it up::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks at Ensign Kor:: TO/CNS:  Oh boy, um Cal?  I take that =back, could you help me with Mr. Kor?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::smiles up at the CO:: CO: We are currently 10 minutes away =from W'Lendan Prime....the crew is still working on the =repairs....everything seems to be going well.
=20
=Lilia says:
=@Sophia: you have the water bottle?
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: The CTO can't seem to shake his throbbing headache.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::notices how flushed the CEO is:: CMO: Glad to help ::smiles =turns and looks at Mag, interesting shade of green there:: Umm, sure =Janet
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Listens to the small talk and wishes he had eaten::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CEO:  Engineer, you have a capable staff that can run your =department, stay lying down.
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=::Sets approaching course::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@:::tunes up and begins warm up exercises::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::walks onto the command deck:: XO: Excellent
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::sets up a containment field around Mr. Kor for now::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::shakes his head once more::  CO:  Umm, permission to... =:::mumbles a bit:: report to sickbay, sir?
=20
=Sophia says:
=@Lilia: Yes, right here. ::Taps it, sitting beside her::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::nods to the CO:: CO: It's good to see you up and about =Tyria ... how are you feeling?
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: The Apache arrives at Starfleet Repair Facility 092 =in orbit of W'Lendan Prime in the Rynax System.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::reluctantly lies down:: CMO: Yes, but...if there's =an...emergency...
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::walks over to Mag picking up a tricorder on the way … =notices that Mag is sleeping::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Mutters:: Self: Hope these "patrons" can appreciate our =efforts.
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=<Facility OPS> COM: Apache: Welcome back, Apache ... I =understand you need some help with your warp core again?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::looks over at the CTO:: CTO:  Yes, Lt.  Report there =immediately  ::notices his pained expression::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CEO: IF there is an emergency, you STILL have a capable =staff, sir.
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::stands up and adjust her tan pants suite and light orange =over coat.. primping her hair up and looking at her jewelry in the =window reflection:: Sophia: good.. ::finishes what she is doing and runs her fingers one last time over =the strings of her harp::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@:adjusts her music::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=::sets standard orbit::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=ALL: standard orbit set.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::nods and hurriedly enters the TL::  Computer:  Sickbay... =*Sarlis*:  Get to TAC, we're falling fast up here... ::grinning, then =holding his head::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@Lilia: All ready for tonight?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::smiles:: XO: I'm feeling well, a little tired as would be =expected.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::watches Lilia primping...again::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=<TAC_Sarlis>  *CTO*:  Falling fast?  Umm, is everything all =right, sir?
=20
=Lilia says:
=@Sophia: yes Love ... are you?
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=COM: Facility OPS: That is correct. Any help is welcomed.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::expression changes to concern:: XO:  Have you received =any more reports from sickbay about this virus?
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::glares at Mondy::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::barely audible:: CMO: I guess...you're right...
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=*Sarlis*:  Yes, yes, just make sure you clean off TAC when =you take it... both me and mister Kor are in sickbay... ::door opens and =he hurries down hall::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::smiles sickly sweet at Lilia::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=<TAC_Sarlis>  *CTO*:  Of course, sir... ::runs::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=CMO: besides ... uh, I wouldn't mind ... staying here a =while...
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::goes over the Symphony to make sure their music is ='appropriate' for the evening::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@Lilia: I believe so.... You think this it is in tune? =::plays a good C on her violin::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CO: Well so far there have only been a few cases. It's a =relatively harmless virus ... but I recommend caution ... we don't want =an epidemic on our hands
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::runs through a few exercises::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Eyes the Cmdr approaching::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CEO:  That's my boy.  Just lie back and relax, Mr. Yeung.
=20
=Lilia says:
=@Sophia: Perfect... ::grins and looks around the room::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Self: Cant wait to hear the symphony. :: double-checks the =results of the diagnostics::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::looks through the music::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@Lilia: Good. ::Rests her instrument against her chair::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=<Facility OPS> COM: Apache: Understood Apache,=20we are clearing the way for you as we speak ... in the meanwhile, I =understand Commander Sanad has set up quite a banquet down on the =planet's surface in your honor.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=CMO: Woo ... I feel pretty lightheaded....
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Eyes droop as he rests; waiting::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: walks over to the table set for the officer and glances =at the nameplates to see who will be where::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=XO:  True, we also don't want to take the virus with us to =the surface.  I don't want to cause panic, however all personnel should be checked before =transporting to the facility or the planet's surface.
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@Mondy: Mister Mondy, and what selections do you have for =the Apache crew this evening?
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::dazedly pats the CMO on the shoulder:: CMO: Isn’t =there something you, uh could give me?
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::enters Sickbay and stops, leaning up against the wall::  =Aloud:  Doctor... Naegle... I feel a bit.. woozy...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::sees CTO staggering into sickbay::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Looks quietly over at Mondy and the Cmdr::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CO: I agree. ::nods::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CTO: Rikus!  ::gets him to a bio-bed and makes him lay down::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Sanad: Three short minor works, and this piece I wrote.
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::looks over the food being set out and the waiters ... =moves to the open bar and chats with the bar tender ... slipping him =something with a grin::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CO: Shall I inform the doctor to perform the necessary tests?
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: Commander Storal finds his vision blurring ever so =slightly around the edges. Is that sweat on his forehead?
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::lays down chuckling::  CMO:  Next time... I'll remember =to... wash off the console before I use it... ::groans::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=COM: Facility OPS:  Extend our gratitude to Commander Sanad =for his hospitality.  We will be joining him on the surface after =docking is complete.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Sanad: This one...::points to sheet:: won at the W’=Lendan Prime festival.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: Wipes his brow:: Self: must be working too hard.
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=<Facility OPS> COM: Apache: Very well, Apache ... you may =enter the bay at your leisure.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=XO:  Yes, have her assemble teams to take care of them.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::puts up scanner around him:: CTO: How many people have you =been around today since you started exhibiting these symptoms, Mr. =Drathlai?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CO: Yes, Ma'am... ::nods::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: cracks his neck  and sits down ::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*CMO* Linard to Doctor Naegle
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::leans back in the chair and gazes around the room::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::thinks of the captain in her already worn down condition::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Sighs knowing that the mundane will never appreciate it.::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::nods and looks over the sheet music nodding as if he has =a clue what it all means::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=*XO* Yes, commander?
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::thinks::  CMO: Ensign Kor, Crewmen Sarlis, and Iutar, and =Cal ... those are the only people I've physically come in contact with =... got close to XO and OPS...
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::walks back to the small stage and steps up ... =whispering:: Sophia: anything you need the bar tender will get for you =::grins::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*XO*: Diagnostics are complete ... everything checks out ok.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=COM: Facility OPS:  Acknowledged.  Apache out.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Sanad: You play?
=20
=Sophia says:
=@Lilia: Sounds good. ::smiles::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::grins broadly:: Mondy: Oh, I dabble here and there ... =they used to say my banjo was second to none.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Smiles grimly:: Sanad: I see.
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=::Guides the Apache into the bay and docks::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*CMO* Can you please assign some medical teams to runs tests =on the crew that will be attending the ceremony? We're concerned about =spreading it to the people at W'Lendan Prime.
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@Mondy: ... oh, but that was back before my Academy days. =Now I just play with it every once in a while.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CTO:  That's a lot of people. Well, Kor is right over here. =::gestures to containment field:: and we'll just have to watch out for =the others.
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::nods and her earrings jingle as she smirks at Mondy ... =holding back a laugh at his face::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*CSO* Excellent Mr. Storal, thank you...
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Thinks, thank the gods::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::looks back at Janet:: CMO: He has a temperature of 103 and =it seems to be rising. his pulse rate is elevated also. ::watches the CMO with Rikus for a while then turns =back to Mag increasing his fluids::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::groans slightly::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*XO*: Anytime sir ... going to go to my quarters to change =into my dress whites
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Nods to Sanad hoping not to encourage him::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=*XO* Yes, Commander, it'll be tough; we're kind of stretched =as it is, but I understand the necessity, sir.
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::walks to Sophia and whisper some more and then giggles::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::hopes that S'Toran's Vulcan heritage will be enough to =protect him from the virus...  is concerned for Brian::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::wonders how long it will be before they have to play;:
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*CMO*: I know, just do your best doctor, Linard out.
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Giggles as well, as they share a secret.::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::thinks::  CMO:  I might have gotten it from Kor, right =before he started experiencing symptoms we were working together under =the console. He’s the only person I've gotten close to... ::cries out lightly;: err... was OPS and XO...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: exits Main Science and heads to his quarters::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Stomach growls from lack of food::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@Mondy: Why, in my Academy days I once played for =Ambassador Sarek himself ... I swear my banjo brought a tear to his eyes =… ::coughs:: ... but of course, being Vulcan, he'd never admit to that.
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: The Apache docks with the repair facility and =powers down.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Sanad: No doubt. ::hides the smile::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=All: Docking complete
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::looks up at the viewscreen as the Apache docks with the =repair facility:: OPS:  Good job, Mr. Evans.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*CSO* Acknowledged, Commander. You might want to drop by =sickbay for an exam...we're testing the crew that are attending the =banquet for this virus....
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Looks around hoping for some relief from this buffoon::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=CO: Thank you sir
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::continues rambling::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::mumbling:: CMO: Doc?
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::snickers and goes to the food table and pulls a waiter =aside asking him for something before slipping him an envelope ... the =waiter nods and hurries away::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*XO*: Acknowledged. :: heads for sickbay::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Sanad: If you'll excuse me a minute please. ::stands and =moves to food table::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: It suddenly occurs to Storal that he has been =thinking about Commander Linard's rather shapely figure for nearly a =full minute...
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::watches Mondy go toward the food table and stands, feeling =a bit hungry herself::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Stands at table looking over the choices::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::goes off after a Starfleet Captain attending the =banquet::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::goes back to Sophia and Vokon:: Ladies: well that takes =care of us.. all we need to do is ask and anything from the kitchen is =ours tonight ::grins::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::turns to T'Eah:: T'Eah, go and scan those attending the =ceremony, please.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::looks over at CMO and sighs::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=XO:  Perhaps the medical team should meet us in the =transporter room?
=20
=Sophia says:
=@Lilia: Ahh, even better. ::grins:: Working the charm, eh, =Lilia?
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Looks over at  all the food:
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Takes a small plate and places a small dab of something =green on it; it moves::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=<T'Eah> CMO: Yes, Dr. ::hurries off to the transporter room::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::turns to Vokon and offers her the plate::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::grins:: Sophia: no.. money works so much better
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CO: Agreed. I've already asked Mr. Storal to head to SB =before he heads down
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::smiles softly:: Thank you...
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Vokon: Some gagh?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: enters the TL:: Computer: Deck Linard… :: shakes his =head:: …I mean Deck 9.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::nods shyly;:
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Nods and prepares another plate::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@Lilia: Or would that be money & charm? ::smiles, then walks =over to the food table, picking up a plate::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CMO: Janet I'm not sure about using too much more of this on =Mag. ::holds up hypospray of Try lysine:: Cardassian physiology isn't =really my expertise
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CNS:  Counselor I heard you, about Yeung's temp.  Just keep =him full of fluids.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::gestures to the pink sauce:: Vokon: Some sauce?
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::walks up beside Mondy and grins taking a blue berry from =the table and sucking it into her mouth while glaring at him with a sly =smile::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@Mondy: umm ... no … thank you...
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::turns toward the table and the food again::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Vokon: It's not very spicy.
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: Mister Evans' arm is still bugging him ... it's =annoying, but nothing serious.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Forward all requisitions for repairs and supplies to =the facility.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*CMO*: Doctor ... could you have a team meet us in the =transporter room? It might be easier to test us all there ... and easier =on you as well....
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=CO: Aye sir
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: thinks of the symphony::  Self : how nice...Computer Deck =5
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::spoons some sauce onto the green thing as it wiggles::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@Mondy: That's ok ... sometimes you can never tell. Just when =you think it's not supposed to be spicy, it is... ::smiles softly::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=COM Facility OPS: incoming are all repair request.  ::sends =requests.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=*XO* T'Eah is on her way, Commander.  She's all I could =spare, sorry.
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::shakes her head and walks around to the other side table =making herself a plate::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::walks over to the CEO and increases his fluid infusion =after checking his vitals:: CMO: Fluids increased his temperature has =increased 1 degree it is now 100.3
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Nods to Vokon in understanding as he slides the food down =his palate::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::looks at her plate and thinks that should probably do =..most of the food is probably for the guests anyway, she thinks::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*CMO* Thank you Doctor...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: exits the turbolift:: Self: Maybe I should ask the =Commander to dance perhaps a waltz.. :: enters the Transporter Room::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::moves over and takes a seat to eat::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=<T'Eah> Enters Transporter Room, medical tricorder in hand::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::puts plate down and turns to the hall::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::walks to the window and nibbles her food ... staring at =nothing::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=*XO*: My pleasure, Commander.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=CNS: Counselor? Where's Janet?
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Wonders where the "honored guests" are.::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::asks computer time and hears it and sits up:: CMO:  Ugh... =::holding his head:: we will be late for the ... umm ... what was it?  =thingy for the captain!  ::stands::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Sits down at an empty seat to eat::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CO: Well if you will excuse me Captain, I'm going to stop by =my quarters to change. I will meet you in the transporter room.
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::taps his chronometer wondering what is keeping the crew =of the Apache::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::takes the plate to the kitchen and talks to the chef::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::checks the time:: CMO: I'm supposed to be at the Captains =reception. ::shakes her head::  ::looks down at CEO:: CEO: she is =attending to Rikus at the moment.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::looks downhearted:: CNS: Oh...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS:  Have the Senior Staff report to Transporter room 1 =for transport to the surface.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Self: For this I gave up a very entertaining evening. =::sighs::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CNS:  I'm sorry, Cal.  ::goes over to CEO:: I can take over =from here.  You seem to be doing all right.  Temperature is down.  You =might be able to leave here in a few minutes. ::smiles::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@:::eats quietly wondering when the guests will arrive::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::enter the turbolift and heads to her quarters...her dress =whites are already laid out on her bed ... all she has to do is slip =into them::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Eyes his companions wondering if he could entertain one of =them later::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::returns to the room smoothing her coat out and putting on =fresh lipstick::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=XO:  Go ahead Commander; I'll meet you in the transporter =room.
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: As Commander Linard enters the turbolift a pair of =crewmen who were in a very passionate lip lock quickly move apart and =move to opposite sides of the turbolift.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Looks Sophia over very carefully::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::smiles back at CMO and puts his hand on hers:: CMO: Good to =hear...but I wouldn't mind staying here longer...
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::smiles at CEO:: CMO: Thanks if you need me just call :: =leaves sickbay and runs to TR adjusting her dress uniform along the =way::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::clears her throat and has a seat at her harp.. fine tuning =the strings::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: Commander Storal beams down to the reception ahead =of the rest of the crew.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::eyes both of them cautiously and takes a stance between =them::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::puts her plate away and moves back to her seat ::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Feels a set of eyes watching her, and turns to look over =at Mondy::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::smiles at CEO::  Well, I do believe we are needed at the =reception.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Gives each of them a good look::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::sees Commander Storal and grins broadly, if confused, =before moving over towards him:: CSO: Commander! It’s great to =see you again. ::offers his hand::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::refrains from saying "as you were"::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::enters TL:: TL: Deck 5...
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::begins a nice soft song on her harp::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@:: Smiles at Sophia as he returns to his chair::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::walks out of sickbay and enters TL going to TR room::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::walks into the turbo lift:: TL:  TR 1
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::watches Mondy as she plays::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::His head nods in time with Lilia's playing::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Walks back up to the stage, and picks up her instrument. =Keeping an eye on Mondy::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Sanad: Hello Commander:: Shakes his hand::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Returns Lilia's look::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::sits straight up:: CMO: Reception? You mean the reception =on W'Lendan Prime?
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::claps Storal on the back:: CSO: I trust the Captain will =be joining us, yes?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::leaves the TL and heads to her quarters ... quickly =changing and then heading for the transporter room::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::exits TL and runs to TR entering and nods at the TR Chief =::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=All:  Okay, just rest those of you who are sick who need to =stay.  I will be back after the reception.  ::runs out of Sickbay and =enters turbolift:: TL: TR 1
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::walks into TR::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::picks up the music and looks it over again::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::walks from the TL to the TR and enters::  CTO:   Glad to =see you feeling better.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Sees that someone new has entered the hall::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::nods to Sophia and continues to play::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Listens to the melody, and starts a counter-melody to =complement it::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::leaves sickbay heads into the TL with the CMO::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Sanad: Yes she will be beaming down shortly, I got a tad =excited and beamed down early
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Sits and rearranges his music::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::exits TL and enters TR 1, sees everyone around::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::turns to CO::  CO:  Why, Captain ... you are looking VERY =lovely tonight... .::grabs her hand and kisses it, winking::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@CSO: Well be sure to help yourself to the buffet... =::waves a hand at the food::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=:;enters the transporter room::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::leaves TL and enters TR1, a bit tired, but standing =strong::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::begins playing an old melodic piece to warm up::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::laughs softly:: CTO:  And you look quite handsome =yourself in those dress whites.  ::steps up onto the transporter pad::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Slyly watches Sophia from the corner of his eye::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::smiles at everyone in the TR ... eyeing the CTO and =snickering::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: The remaining members of the Senior Staff beam down =to the banquet.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Sanad: Ooh, I will, it all looks delicious. :: begins =serving himself::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Startled at the sudden appearance of the guests::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Turns slightly to face Mondy, smiling slightly::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: notices Mondy's look and glares at him ... wondering if =the chef could pull one of those favors for her and spike his food with =something to easy that look on his face::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::sees the others enter and rushes over to the symphony =waving his hands for them to start playing::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::follows CO, looking her up and down::  CO:  You know, I =have always found women in positions of power... quite attractive... =::still looking her up and down::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Sees the smile and nods pleasantly::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::gazes around as she materializes in the banquet hall::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::looks up to see some guests begin to arrive and watches =them ::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@:: looks at the food and the guest’s around::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@ ::materializes next to XO and CTO ::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@CNS:  I'm glad to be out of sickbay, right now, how about =you?
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::notices the XO's arrival and grins::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Sees Sanad's gesturing and nods to others to begin the =first piece::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=@::Follows staff to banquet::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::smiles at the CNS:: CNS: This is lovely isn't it?
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Gives the count as the others prepare::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::begins to wonder if the CTO is back to his self or not:: = CTO:  I see.. distracted as they materialize on the surface::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::hears the count and prepares to play;:
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Quickly looks to see what the first piece is and starts =sight-reading it::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@::smiles:: XO: Very, Commander
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::holds for the start mark::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::grinning holding out his arm::  CO: May I escort you, =ma'am? ::winks::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Nods to begin::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@:::plays softly as the guests gather;:
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@::follows the others::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::starts the first piece and plays it with gusto::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@:: As they play he looks over the women in the audience::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::begins to walk about taking in the view::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::rushes over to Captain Tyler:: CO: Captain, Captain ... =welcome to W'Lendan Prime.  I must say, it's good to have the Apache =back again.
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::watches Mondy and sighs quietly.. thinks.. oh no..::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=@::walks up next to CMO:: CMO: Tell me, doctor, did you do =something with your hair? It's mesmerizing dashing today...
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::concentrates on the music as her fingers move over it:
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@XO: Commander, may I escort you to the fine buffet that they =have so generously laid out for us?
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: The CNS starts to sweat, either from the bright =lighting or from the tight dress whites...
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Following the conductor's timing, plays, keeping to the =musical instructions::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Sways with the music ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::smiles at Sanad:: Commander:  It is good to be back.  I =wish it were under better circumstances, though.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::looks menacingly at Sanad, then looks around, seeing CNS:: = CNS:  Cal!!!!
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::grins at Storal:: CSO: Why thank you commander....that =would be lovely.....
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Smiles to his cohorts as the piece is played to =perfection::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@;;looks at CNS wondering just what she gave him:: CEO: Why =thank you, Mr. Yeung!
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@Commander:  We do appreciate your hospitality, you never =fail to make us feel welcome.
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::thinks Mondy needs a sedative and sighs.. watching the =crowd and playing out of memory and habit::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@CO: Oh, nonsense, Captain ... any excuse to have the =Apache stop by our fair Facility is a good one in my book. I was sorry =to hear about Lieutenant Asadourian though....
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Eyes each of the ladies again::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::closes her eyes as she lets the music move through her and =out through her instrument::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@ ::wipes her forehead and walks over and sits down::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=@::tries to look relaxed::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@::sees CNS perspiring heavily:: CNS: Cal, are you all right?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: extends his arm:: XO: this way if you will :: smiles::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::ah, Vokon looks so sweet, eyes closed, concentrating::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::links her arm with the CSO’s and starts off to the =banquet::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=@::smiles at CMO:: CMO: Perhaps I can escort you for the rest =of the reception ::extends arm:: I would be honored.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::follows CNS and sits next to her::  CNS:  M'luv... you are =so beautiful when you sweat... ::a glazed look on his face::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Turns just slightly to eye Lilia.::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::watches the CSO and XO closely and grins to herself ... =glancing at Sophia::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@::runs her fingers around her now seemingly tight collar:: =CMO: Yes, fine it's... it's just a bit hot don't you think? ::smiles::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Looks up as the music crescendos::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::nods:: Commander:  Yes, it was sad to see him leave the =Apache.  However he had pressing matters to take care of.  We hope to =see him back with us some day.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@::extends arm to CEO:: CEO:I would be honored, kind sir.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Looks around as they near the end of the first piece::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::nods, nods:: CO: Isn't this symphony amazing ... =renowned throughout the galaxy!
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@::turns and looks at Rikus. frowning SWEAT:: CTO: How sweet =of you to notice!
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::plays the harp and pings on the strings::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: pulls out the chair:: XO: Here you go... :: smiles::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@CNS:  I think the only thing that's hot in here is you, =Counselor, report to sickbay when we get back!
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::watches the musicians play as she is seated....is =captivated by the music:: CSO: Thank you.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::leans closer to her, his words lowering::  CNS:  Of =course... you think I would not... ::looks to CMO:: CMO:  Janet!! She's =fine! ::indignant look::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::smiles:: Commander:  Yes, They are fabulous.  S'Toran =and I enjoyed their performance tremendously when we were here before.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@::listens to the beautiful music::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@CMO: Sure Janet when we get back
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Catches each player’s eye to ensure they are =together as the music ends::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: knows who sound effect the humanoid body and aims a few =mid level notes::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::watches the timing and the music as they near the end::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::notices that Mondy is still leading the symphony::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::smiles broadly:: CO: How is Commander Turnbull? =::grins:: And I hear there is now a little Cadet Turnbull as well?
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Thinks they all did wonderful on this piece. Now to end it =just right..::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@CTO: She's also the only able-bodied right hand man I've =got, Rikus.  So I just want her to be healthy, okay?
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=@CMO: The counselor seems quite fine. Perhaps after, we can =take a walk in the holodeck.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:Takes his seat:: XO: With all this pomp and circumstance I =feel like an admiral
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::holds CNS's arm tightly::  CMO:  Fine... but she isn't =going anywhere...
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::The music softens as the last note is played::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: The Symphonic Galaxia ends their piece and the =conductor has them take 5. They are free to mingle with the guests for a =few minutes, as is their custom on W'Lendan Prime.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::laughs softly:: CSO: I know how you feel.....we're sort of =put on a pedestal aren't we?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::smiles:: Commander:  S'Toran is doing well.  Yes, we =have a son, Brian.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@CEO/CNS:  Seems you have a fan club, Cal.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@::notices Rikus' hand on her leg and quickly moves it:: CTO: =What are you doing? And don't talk to Janet like that! ::releases the CTO's grip gets up and walks over to =get a cold drink::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Gives a large sigh and stands, placing violin on the =chair::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::closes her hands over the strings and quiets them.. =standing up and looking around::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::stands and hurriedly follows CNS::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Notices the conductor's indication to take a break, and =puts her instrument down. Steps down off the stage to go get a glass of =water.::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: Laughs:: XO: Yes we are, but after all we’ve been =thru...We deserve it.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Smiles to his companions and turns to the crowd::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@::sighs:: CMO: Care to join me for a drink. ::notices CTO =following her ::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@::watches the goings on of the CTO and CNS::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::sets her instrument on its stand and stands::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Eyes the Captain::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=@::leans in very closely to CMO:: CMO: I meant the walk for =us.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::moves toward the guests to mingle;:
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Steps over to Sophia and stands near::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Sophia: Shall we mingle?  ::extends his arm::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@:: leans over to CEO:: CEO:: okay, Jon.  CNS:  I'd be glad =to.  ::gets up and follows Cal. ::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=@::Mingles in the crowd::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::trots to the bar and gets a drink.. smiling at the CTO and =CNS and CMO::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@:;rolls her eyes:: CSO: Yes, I agree, I didn't think we'd =ever make it back alive....or in one piece
=20
=Sophia says:
=@Mondy: Hello. Good playing over there. Sounded quite well. =Yes... let's.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@::looks back and notices the CEO getting cozy with Janet, =shrugs her shoulders::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: stares at the XO::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::smiles and nods to the guests as she makes her way to the =buffet ;:
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::looks at the players as they take their break:: =Commander:  I'm surprised to see so few new faces among the players::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Takes Sophia's arm in his and they move through the =crowd::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:turns and stares at the CSO.. while leaning on the bar::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@::goes up to the bar with Cal:: CNS: How are you feeling, =really?
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=@::follows CMO closely::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::looks around the room taking in the view...feel the =CSO’s eyes on her::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::turns and smiles widely at Lilia, walking over to her::  =Lilia:  Hello, darling.. ::grinning::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Tilts head toward Sophia:: Sophia: You played particularly =well this evening.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Moves over toward the bar::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::looks up at the CTO::  CTO: yes?
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Looks at the officers gathered as she passes them by.:: =Mondy: Why thank you. It felt good... all were in tune.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@::notices CEO:: CEO: Jon, aren't you getting a little =possessive?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
==20@::arrives at the bar and smiles at the bartender:: bartender: Something =long and cold please. ::turns to Janet:: CMO: Oh fine really ... just so =hot and this music I mean it's lovely but.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::wonders how S'Toran is doing with Brian as she watches =the crowd mingle::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::smiles widely::  Lilia:  How are you?  ::shakes his head:: =Mmm hmm, you look nice... ::an odd grin on his face::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Guides Sophia toward the Captain:: Sophia: But of course. =::laughs::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@CO: Well, sir, I will leave you to enjoy the party ... =::dons his glass to her and walks off to mingle with the rest of the =crew::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: looks at the XO and sighs::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::is sensing an increase in hormonal responses from the rest =of her crew...even the CSO...eyes him nervously and smiles::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::eyes him:: CTO: not bad your self.. I'm Lilia.. ::extends =hand:: and you are?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@::feels CNS' forehead:: CNS:  You're not fine, Cal. you're =burning up!
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Sees to whom they're headed::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Smiles at the bartender and orders a cool drink::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=@::looks innocently:: CMO: Why, doctor, whatever do you mean? =I just enjoy...getting close.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::They stand before the Captain:: CO: Hope you're enjoying =yourself.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::smiles:: Commander:  Thank you Commander.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::watches the CTO hit on anything that moves::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::turns her attention to Mondy:: Mondy:  Yes, very much.  =Your symphony plays divinely.
=20
=Sophia says:
=@CO: Evening Captain. ::nods to her::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: Mister Evans sure wishes his arm would stop aching =so much ... getting extremely annoying.  Maybe a pain suppressant once =he's back on the ship will do him some good.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::takes her hands and kisses it::  CTO:  I am Lieutenant =Rikus Drathlai... CTO of the Apache ::bows::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@CO: You are too kind.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@XO: Isn’t this music just lovely :: sighs again::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::smiles as she takes the drink and takes a long drink:: ahh
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@::shakes her head at CMO whilst downing a drink the color of =her eyes:: ::catching her breath:: CMO: no Janet ::smiling broadly:: I'm =fine. It's a pity Mag isn't here.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::is getting a little uncomfortable with the CSO's =starting...changes the topic:: CSO: So how are the ship's repairs =coming?
=20
=Vokon says:
=@Barkeep: perfect
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@CEO:  You might just be delirious from the flu, but I don't =know.  Something strange is going on here.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::smiles at Sophia:: Sophia: Good evening.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@CO: I would like to meet one of our best violinists. ::nods =to Sophia::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::takes the cherry from her drink and runs over her lower =lip before eating it:: CTO: uh huh... Rikus huh?=20
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@CSO: Would you excuse me for a moment, Commander?...::Gets =up from her chair::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@Sophia:  It's good to meet you.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Smiles at Sophia::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=@CMO: Delirious? Maybe, but I'm pretty sure it's not from the =flu. ::grins::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@XO: They’re going fine
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@::looks at CNS dubiously:: CNS: Okay, I'll leave it to your =discretion, but you really need to go to sickbay when we get back.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@::rolls eyes at CEO::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@XO: Sure :: stands as the XO gets up::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Looks out over the crowd ::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@CO: As it is to meet you as well. You're enjoying the music, =are you not?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@CSO: I won't be long.  I have to talk to the captain about =something that I just remembered.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::his eyes grow::  Lilia:  Yes ... Rik ... Rikus ... yes, =that's my name... so you were playing that wondrous music? ::grins, he =hadn't heard any of it::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Pleased that Sophia is on his arm::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@::turns to the bartender and orders another drink:: =bartender: Same again please ::smiling:: CMO: Sure Janet
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::hurries over to the CO::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::finishes her drink and orders another::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=::tries to ignore the growing pain in his arm::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::admires the fine uniforms ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:@:: looks at the XO  and sighs again:: XO : Alright Ill be =right here :: smiles::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@::orders a drink from the bar:: CEO: would you like =something?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::is overwhelmed by the increase of pheromones in the =thoughts and mind waves of the crew::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: As the XO heads for the CO she is struck by the =thought; when did the Captain start wearing her hair like that? It's =rather attractive.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@::laughs’ softly noticing the puppy dog look the CEO =is giving Janet::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::tilts head at him and grins: CTO: uh huh... hmm.. you look =nervous? are you in need of.. stress relief?
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=@CMO: I think I'll have whatever you're having.
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::receives a report that the Cargo Ps    00 has been =delivered and is ready for use::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@Sophia: Yes the music is excellent.  I think the symphony =gets better each time I hear you.  ::sees the XO::  Sophia/Mondy:  If =you'll excuse me.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::his eyes ever growing::  Lilia:  Yes, yes, luv.. ::looks =her up and down:: could you recommend something?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: looks around the crowd::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@:: looks around the crowd::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::approaches the CO...whispers:: CO: Tyria, I need to talk =to you.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@Bartender: Another Jack and Coke for me and one for my =friend here.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::turns to Kathleen:: XO:  Of course..
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::grins and leans back on the bar more:: CTO: oh, I'm sure I =could think of something... ::runs a finger up his chest::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::looks over at the others and grins;:
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: looks at XO:: Self: Poetry in motion :: smiles::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@::notices Rikus with that woman:: Self: Well, well...
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=@CMO: Just a friend? I was hoping for more.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CO: It's about the crew.....I'm sensing a tremendous amount =of hormonal imbalances...and their libidos....are =well....:;ahem::......are on overdrive...
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Maneuvers Sophia over to the food table::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=@CEO:  We'll see, after the walk. ::smiles::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::smiles, taking her hand in his::  Lilia:  Come with me and =I'll show you... ::winks::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::nods:: CTO: after you=20
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::gestures:: Sophia: Anything here you want?  ::gives a sly =smile::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@XO:  Any thoughts to what is causing this?  ::looks around =at the crew::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::notices Ray nursing his arm and a thought occurs to =her:: *OPS* Report to the Apache, you are to take command of the ship =while the Commander and I are on the surface.
=20
=Sophia says:
=@Mondy: Ah, I think I need some water before we start up =again.
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
==20ACTION: As the conductor signals for his musicians to return for the =next set, sitting at the bar Calgary MacKenzie is suddenly over come =with a wave of warmth through her body. She finds herself staring at =Mister Storal, sitting in the banquet area, and wondering why she never noticed what a cute =butt he has before.
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 1 >>>>>>>>>>>>>

